ABSTRACT
Operating system code interacting with the devices attached to our computers, device drivers, are often provided by their respective vendors. As they may run with kernel privileges, this effectively means that kernel code is written by third parties. Some of these may not live up to the high security standards the core kernel code abides by. A single bug in a driver can harm the complete operating system’s integrity, just as if the bug was in the kernel itself. Attackers can exploit these bugs to escape sandboxes and to gain system privileges. Automated security testing of device drivers is hard. It depends on the attached device, and the driver code is not freely available. Dependency on a physical device increases the complexity even further. To alleviate these issues, we present BSOD, a fuzzing framework for high-complexity device drivers, based on KVM-VMI. BSOD retargets the well-known and battle-proven fuzzers, Syzkaller and AFL++, for binary-only drivers. We do not depend on vendor-specific CPU features and exceed 10k exec/sec on COTS hardware for coverage-guided kernel fuzzing. For evaluation, we focus on the highly complex closed-source drivers of a major graphics-card vendor for multiple operating systems. To overcome the strict hardware dependency of device driver fuzzing, making scaling impractical, we implement BSOD-fakedev, a virtual record & replay device, able to load a full graphics card driver without a physical device attached. It allows to scale fuzz campaigns to a large number of machines without the need for additional hardware. BSOD was able to uncover numerous bugs in graphics card drivers on Windows, Linux, and FreeBSD.
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1 INTRODUCTION
If users without administrative rights were able to freely execute kernel code on systems like Windows, Linux, or FreeBSD, they could alter their permissions directly in kernel memory to regain these rights. Hence, in major operating systems, kernel code has a trust boundary, shielding it from normal applications and their users. Still, the amount of code running in the kernel of a modern operating system is huge. While the core components of an operating system are usually well-tested, a large zoo of additional device drivers from various vendors runs within the kernel as well. Since device drivers must interact with user-mode processes and hardware devices, they open up a large attack surface. The drivers, often implemented as kernel modules, have extensive control inside the kernel, which means that bugs or other forms of misbehavior can have a significant impact on the overall system stability. The threat is present in real-world products. In the Linux kernel, device drivers constitute the majority of vulnerabilities [16]. In the past, vulnerabilities were also discovered in the closed sourced kernel components of graphic drivers [4, 18, 25, 28].

Since drivers are usually written in low-level languages like C and C++, they can contain high-severity bugs that could lead to memory corruptions. To uncover these issues, the security community had good success with fuzzing in recent years. Fuzzing kernels, however, is a more complex task than the common userspace fuzzing, since it involves running a full operating system [17]. Several kernel fuzzing approaches exist that depend on hand-crafted interface descriptions [11, 19] or utilize hardware-assisted coverage feedback [33, 40], but to the best of our knowledge, no fuzzers for complex closed-source device drivers, such as those of graphics cards, publicly exist.

Most personal computers and laptops contain GPUs from either NVIDIA, AMD, or Intel. The gaming platform Steam collects monthly data about what kind of hardware their customers are using, including the distribution of used GPUs by the vendor. Their Hardware Survey1 from January 2021 states that 74.41% of users use an NVIDIA hardware. All of these customers are likely to run the official drivers to make full use of their hardware. A bug in one of the drivers, therefore, can be abused to attack a large share of the computing market.

To safeguard these drivers, we present BSOD, a framework that allows to fuzz binary-only drivers. After a researcher gains enough knowledge about the target’s interfaces, they can set up an AFL++ or Syzkaller fuzzing campaign for the real device, using device passthrough. Then, they can record traces and replay them on other machines to parallelize fuzzing through BSOD-fakedev. This virtual device, together with a fast breakpoint-based coverage method originally proposed for userspace applications by Nagy and Hicks [27],
allow us to scale the fuzzing campaign to any hardware that can run QEMU/KVM — without attaching a physical devices to all virtual machines. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the components of BSOD.

Contributions
- We develop and open-source BSOD, a framework for scalable binary-only device driver and kernel fuzzing.
- BSOD includes hardware-agnostic untracer-style coverage collection for kernels.
- BSOD allows fuzzing with AFL++ and Syzkaller. BSOD is the first public use of Syzkaller for binary-only driver fuzzing.
- BSOD-fakedev is a virtual device that records and replays PCI interactions. With it, we can load, and interact with, complete graphics drivers.
- We fuzz the NVIDIA graphics drivers for Linux, FreeBSD, and Windows, and uncovered multiple bugs.

2 BACKGROUND
Fuzzing is known to be an effective solution to uncover bugs by executing generated inputs on target binaries [13, 34, 39]. Most recent fuzzers rely on coverage information, which effectively guides them through the program. Whenever a test case hits a previously unseen program location, the fuzzer adds it to the corpus as a basis for newly generated test cases [11, 39]. If the program’s source code is available compilers can add instrumentation during the build process [14, 34, 39]. For testing of binary-only targets, instrumentation can be either achieved dynamically at run-time through emulation with considerable overhead [39] or through binary rewriting [8].

In the following, we will further provide a quick introduction to the attack surface in drivers in general, the case-study NVIDIA driver in particular, as well as related work.

2.1 Kernel Driver Attack Surface
Device drivers are kernel modules and run in most privileged ring 0, which means they have full control over the system. A kernel module can execute arbitrary code and has arbitrary read and write primitives even for system-critical information that would render any security mechanisms useless.

User-space applications that access the hardware devices need to interface with the device drivers running in kernel space. For this purpose, there exists the Input/Output Control (ioctl) system call `int ioctl(int fd, unsigned long cmd, ...)`. From an attacker’s point of view, system calls are an interesting entry point since they allow executing code in kernel mode. Especially the ioctl system call provides a large attack surface since it is generally defined so that the expected data and the correct handling depend on the driver’s implementation. It has a high chance to contain programming bugs that unexpected input data could trigger, leading to memory corruption or unintended behavior. An attacker could pass specifically crafted inputs to exploit these bugs to gain higher privileges, perform arbitrary memory reads or writes, or crash the system. When only proprietary device drivers are available for specific hardware devices, users have no other choice than to trust the hardware vendor’s binaries. It is hard to know if these trusted modules contain security bugs.

In our work, we focus on the scenario in which the attacker is an unprivileged user that can access the driver’s device files. Most components of the system have access to our target, the NVIDIA drivers. Potential code execution in a fundamental driver like that of a graphics card will, in most scenarios, grant an attacker full kernel code execution.

While another possible source of untrusted data into the driver can be the hardware device itself, we exclude it from this work. Several systems [21, 29, 32] already covered this scenario.

2.2 NVIDIA Kernel Driver
In 2017, Google Project Zero [4] targeted the NVIDIA driver for the Windows operating system and uncovered multiple bugs that reside in the DxgkDdiEscape interface and in the exposed device nodes that are accessible from user-mode applications. Even though, in contrast to Windows, the Linux kernel is open source, the official NVIDIA driver for Linux is proprietary, too. This means the kernel components and the user-land implementations of the graphics API standards are distributed in closed-source binary form.

The proprietary driver package supports a wide range of device chips and generations. It consists of four kernel modules shown in Figure 2 with their respective dependencies and licenses.
Figure 2: NVIDIA module dependencies on Linux

nvidia.ko. The main module comes with the closed-source binary nv-kernel.o_binary and only some source code needed to interface with the running Linux kernel. When the driver is loaded, it registers a control device and per GPU devices to be accessible from user-mode applications via the device files /dev/nvidiactl and /dev/nvidia0.

nvidia-modeset.ko. The module is responsible for retrieving and setting the appropriate display properties by reading Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) information from connected display devices. It comes bundled with another closed-source binary, nv-modeset-kernel.o_binary, and source code to interface with the kernel, similar to the main module. It registers a control device that is accessible via the device file /dev/nvidia-modeset from user-mode applications.

nvidia-drm.ko. This module implements the Direct Rendering Infrastructure (DRM) interface that is typically used by the X window system. DRM exposes device files under /dev/dri/card0 for control and /dev/dri/renderD128 for rendering.

nvidia-uvm.ko. The module provides the unified virtual memory feature to use a single memory address space accessible by CPU and GPU, which is typically used by CUDA applications. It registers two devices that are accessible via the device files /dev/nvidia-uvm and /dev/nvidia-uvm-tools for user-mode applications.

According to our reverse engineering efforts, the drivers for all platforms, Windows, Linux, and FreeBSD appear to share a single codebase. For instance, when comparing the Linux and FreeBSD driver installation packages, they have a similar structure and include both the identical binary modules nv-kernel.o_binary and nv-modeset-kernel.o_binary together with a few source code that interfaces with the kernel. The Windows kernel driver nvlddmkm.sys also shares similarities in some functions and the included text strings.

2.3 Related Work

UnTracer. Coverage-guided fuzzers search for inputs that trigger previously unseen code paths to increase the coverage. Statistically, such inputs are typically infrequent since similar inputs often result in the same code paths. Unfortunately, the coverage tracing overhead is always the same, and inputs considered uninteresting are discarded.

To minimize the coverage tracing overhead while fuzzing, especially for the majority of uninteresting inputs, the authors proposed an implementation called UnTracer [27]. For the approach, they use two versions of the program under test, which are an interest oracle and a tracer binary. The purpose of the interest oracle is to determine whether a test case reached a previously unseen code location in the program. It’s realized as a modified binary with inserted software breakpoints at the start of every basic block. Whenever a breakpoint triggers, the respective test case will be re-executed on the tracer binary with full coverage tracing enabled. Afterward, the system removes the breakpoints of all reached basic blocks from the interest oracle. To realize the concept, the authors created a customized version of AFL that generates the test cases for the interest oracle. The benchmarks have shown that this approach outperforms AFL’s QEMU mode [39] and reaches nearly identical performance compared to fuzzing with Intel PT. Encouraged by these positive results, we implemented UnTracer-style coverage for BSOD.

RetroWrite. RetroWrite [8] is a method to add instrumentation to binaries to support AFL or ASAN through binary rewriting. It allows performing security analysis like fuzzing on closed-source targets. Binary rewriting is an involved process that requires recalculating and updating all pointer offsets so that the binary still executes correctly. The difficulty is to distinguish between reference and scalar constants. In our tests using NVIDIA’s drivers, RetroWrite could not produce a usable kernel module. This is not surprising, given the scope of the driver.

kAFL. kAFL [33] is a kernel fuzzer for multiple operating systems that leverages Intel PT for hardware-assisted coverage feedback. It uses the KVM hypervisor and QEMU [2] to emulate the target operating system, in which the fuzzing takes place. To trace the guest VMs exclusively, they created customized versions of the KVM kernel component, namely KVM-PT, and the user-space system emulator QEMU, namely QEMU-PT. The KVM-PT component enables and disables the tracing via the host’s CPU MSR registers on VM-Enter and VM-Exit calls, respectively. Inside the guests, specific agent programs wait for test cases and trigger the fuzzing loop. The way BSOD interacts with AFL++ resembles the concepts of kAFL. However, we chose UnTracer-style coverage collection over Intel PT, to be able to also fuzz drivers that only run on AMD CPUs, where Intel PT is not available, as well as to be able to scale to servers with ease.

Agamotto. Many techniques for fuzzing kernel-mode drivers exist, but most of them involve performance issues due to costly execution of kernel code, interference of test cases, or kernel crashes. Agamotto [36] introduces lightweight virtual machine checkpoints to improve the throughput of kernel driver fuzzing. Based on the observation that fuzzers frequently execute similar test cases in a row, the authors improved the performance by continuously creating checkpoints during the fuzzing execution and skipping identical parts of other test cases by restoring related checkpoints. Agamotto increased the speed of Syzkaller [11] by 66,6% on average when fuzzing 8 USB drivers, whereby it skipped 35,6% of test case executions. Additionally, the approach achieved a speed improvement of 21,6% when fuzzing PCI drivers with AFL [39].

interaction with QEMU’s exposed GDB stub. The system creates a breakpoint for that address so that the VM halts once the breakpoint gets triggered. After hitting the start address, the system synchronizes the CPU’s state of the VM with the Unicorn engine that starts fuzzing the code right after the breakpoint. This methodology also allows to fuzz initialized drivers, albeit without further hardware interaction. On top, the emulated execution speed is rather low [24].

Difuze. Difuze [7] is a framework for interface recovery of kernel drivers for the Android platform. Its purpose is to enable interface-aware fuzzing on the ioct1 interface of device drivers. The command and data structures of ioct1 system calls are driver-dependent and can contain multiple pointers and substructures. From a security perspective, it has a high chance of containing vulnerabilities. To trigger deeper code paths these structures need to be valid, which requires meaningful fuzzing input choices. Otherwise, the target would likely early reject the inputs without reaching interesting program locations that might contain bugs. To extract the data structures, Difuze applies static code analysis of kernel drivers that requires to have access to the source code. Since the target devices are mobile devices running Android that contain vendor-specific hardware, such as GPS sensor, accelerometer, or camera, they have to include their drivers into the kernel tree that vendors must publicly release thanks to the GPL license. The process consists of three steps that are interface recovery by static analysis of the kernel source code, structure instance generation based on the prior extracted information, and execution of the generated instances on the actual device.

P2IM. Feng et al. proposed P2IM [12], a firmware rehosting framework. P2IM abstracts peripherals and handles firmware I/O to rehost the firmware of embedded devices fully automated. It enables peripheral-oblivious emulation and can be used to fuzz firmware of embedded devices with AFL. Of the 70 firmware and 10 real devices, P2IM managed to executed 79% of the sample firmware without any manual assistance.

avatar2. Avatar2 [26] is a multi-target orchestration framework that allows dynamic analysis of embedded firmware images. Avatar2 provides interoperability between different dynamic binary analysis platforms, emulators, debuggers, and real hardware devices. The analyst can define topologies and specify events to transfer the state of the memory and CPU registers from one system to another. Partial emulation is achieved by executing the firmware via an emulator and forwarding the memory-mapped peripherals to the real hardware devices.

USBFuzz. USBFuzz [29] is a framework that targets the fuzzing of USB drivers inside QEMU [2]. Since hardware devices become costly when larger fuzzing campaigns require multiple instances, the authors created an emulated software USB device, configurable to imitate different USB devices by specifying device and vendor IDs. This allows drivers to recognize and bind the devices to properly initialize and operate. With this approach, the fuzzing scales way better, and the utilization of the system’s resources is more efficient. The fuzzer operates from the device side, which means the device responds to requests with fuzzing inputs. To retrieve coverage feedback for Linux, the approach uses an instrumented kernel built with KCOV and KASAN features enabled, which limits coverage feedback to open-source drivers. Although the work targets USB devices, the approach shares similarities with our work. Instead of creating an emulated USB device, we need an emulated PCI device for improving the fuzzing process. Furthermore, our work is not limited to open-source drivers to retrieve coverage feedback and supports closed-source targets.

Periscope. Periscope is a Linux kernel based probing framework that allows fine-grained analysis of device-driver interactions [35]. It allow researchers to monitor and log traffic between device drivers and hardware. On top of it, the authors built PeriFuzz, a fuzzer that is able to fuzz device drivers from the device side, uncovering bugs that can be exploited to exploit the kernel from rogue devices. The fuzzer found 15 unique vulnerabilities in the Wi-Fi drivers of two flagship Android smartphones, including 9 previously unknown ones.

3 BSOD DESIGN

BSOD is a framework to fuzz complex binary-only kernel device drivers using AFL++ and Syzkaller. It works for drivers with forwarded hardware devices, and offers the option to replace the hardware device with a virtualized record & replay device, BSOD-fakedev altogether. To make it cloud-friendly, we do not rely on strong hardware dependencies, like Intel PT. In this section, we will present BSODs design.

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the experimental environment used to analyze kernel drivers in conjunction with real hardware devices during our work. It uses virtualization-based on QEMU’s full-system emulation [2] with Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) acceleration to drive a guest running an operating system with native performance. To make physical hardware devices available inside the guest, we pass through host devices with the help of Virtual Function I/O (VFIO). To fuzz with BSOD the analyst has to determine how applications interact with target and what kind of data the driver expects as a one-time manual effort. To reveal the needed information, we trace the interactions and data exchanged between exemplary applications, the drivers, and the devices. Afterward, we inspect the collected data traces to infer parts of the
drivers’ functionalities and use these insights to set up the fuzzing procedure. As a final step, BSOD can eliminate the hardware dependency.

In the following, we introduce the used concepts. BSOD connects to our experimental environment by using libvmi [22], a library that provides an introspection API for different hypervisors. For the KVM hypervisor, the KVM-VMI [37] project forms the basis, which combines the KVM kernel module, QEMU, libkvmi, and libvmi. For the practicability of our setup, we modified the libvmi library to be usable without the libvirt virtualization API in between.

Since we cannot instrument binary-only drivers through recompilation, we need to establish a different way of getting coverage information.

```c
1    void foo(char *input) {
2        if (input[0] == 'A') {
3            if (input[1] == 'B') {
4                if (input[2] == 'C') {
5                    crash = 1;
6                }
7            }
8        }
9    }
```

Listing 1: Exemplary program source code

**Control-Flow Tracing.** Listing 1 shows exemplary program source code and Figure 4 the related Control-Flow Graph (CFG) of the compiled binary. To trace the program flow during execution, we must determine the successive basic block when the CPU encounters a conditional control-flow instruction. In this example, the tracer replaces the first byte of the JNZ instructions at the offsets 0x112a, 0x1139, and 0x1148 with 0xcc. When reaching one of these code locations, the tracer receives an interrupt to determine the following executed block, which depends on whether the branch will be taken or not that can be tracked by executing a single step. Before continuing execution, the tracer restores the original instruction byte to execute normally. The tracing of all the block transitions during the program’s execution reveals the full path through the CFG.

**Edge Coverage Mode.** Tracking individual branches instead of only basic blocks is the coverage method of choice, where available [13]. In the following, we will explain how we implement edge coverage mode in BSOD.

1. **Preprocess target module**

   In the first step, we preprocess the .text section of the target kernel module to extract all the offsets of conditional control-flow instructions and both possible target basic block addresses into a file. We use capstone [31] to disassemble the binary module. This step is only needed once per target module.

2. **Initialize fuzzing environment**

   Then, the guest VM is booted, and the target kernel module is loaded. The beginning of the module’s .text section in memory is determined by reading the module’s load address from /proc/modules. Afterward, BSOD starts and takes the module load address and the file containing the extracted offsets of control-flow instructions as arguments. It connects to the introspection API, pauses the VM, and registers two events, namely BREAKPOINT, which triggers whenever encountering an INT 3 breakpoint exception and SINGLESTEP that triggers after executing an instruction in single-step mode. Then, it will back up and replace the first byte of every control-flow instruction according to the previously extracted offsets with a software interrupt. The VM will be resumed afterward and is prepared for the harness to start.

3. **Execute test case**

   Whenever a software interrupt occurs during the execution of the target function, BSOD catches and handles it according to the algorithm shown in Figure 4, in which M refers to the memory, B refers to the instruction backups, and COV refers to the collected coverage. It reads out the address of the encountered control-flow instruction of the CPU’s RIP register and restores the 0xcc byte to the saved opcode. When the current Process ID (PID) belongs to the harness, the CPU is switched into the single-step mode to trace which of the two possible paths are taken. After the single-step, BSOD receives an interrupt again and reads the new RIP of the CPU. The module load address is subtracted from both addresses to maintain consistent coverage information across reboots. Subsequently, both basic block addresses are linked using XOR to represent the edge and reported to the fuzzer.

**UnTracer-Style Block Coverage Mode.** Nagy and Hicks [27] show a method to get reasonably fast performance metrics out of purely breakpoint-based instrumentation if the fuzzer applies smart tracing. In their measurements, removing hit breakpoints after the first hit still performed well for coverage guided fuzzing, while reaching near-native execution speed after a while. Inspired by the presented fuzzer UnTracer for user-mode applications, we adapted the method for fuzzing modules in kernel space.
We implemented an AFL Breakpoint coverage Algorithm 1

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\WHILE{wait for new event}
  \STATE{event $\leftarrow$ readevent}
  \IF{event == breakpoint}
    \STATE{$M[\text{rip}] \leftarrow \text{b}[\text{rip}]$}
  \ENDIF
  \IF{pid == tracepid}
    \STATE{singlestep $\leftarrow$ true}
    \STATE{$\text{COV} \cup \text{rip} = \text{base} @ \text{prev_loc} - \text{base}$}
    \STATE{$\text{prev_loc} \leftarrow \text{rip}$}
  \ENDIF
  \ELSEIF{event == singlestep}
    \STATE{$M[\text{prev_loc}] \leftarrow \text{0xcc}$}
    \STATE{singlestep $\leftarrow$ false}
    \STATE{$\text{COV} \cup \text{rip} = \text{base} @ \text{prev_loc} - \text{base}$}
    \STATE{$\text{prev_loc} \leftarrow \text{rip}$}
  \ENDIF
\ENDWHILE
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

We modified the described edge coverage mode above to reduce the amount of reoccurring interrupts that are costly to handle and consequently lower the tracing accuracy to improve the fuzzing throughput. Here, BSOD sets breakpoints on the offsets of control-flow instructions and both reachable basic blocks. Whenever a breakpoint triggers, it reports the current RIP register for coverage feedback but omits the reinitiation of the breakpoint so that it only triggers once.

Therefore, the granularity of the coverage feedback per test case reduces to previously unseen basic blocks, which lowers the number of inputs considered interesting. For example, when an input encounters a new edge whose origin and target blocks were already reached previously, it can not be spotted as new interesting behavior.

3.1 BSOD-AFL

We implemented an AFL++ proxy [13] that integrated AFL++ into BSOD using libvmi. Initially, it was derived from the kernel-fuzzer-for-xen [23] project and retargeted for KVM. Figure 3 shows the overall system overview of the fuzzing setup. The host system runs AFL and QEMU, while the fuzzing takes place in the guest system, which runs the target kernel module. Based on the collected information, the analyst must create a target-specific harness that implements the respective API functions to fuzz. Listing 2 shows the minimal harness boilerplate code. At first, the harness allocates a buffer and issues a hypercall to share the buffer’s address and length. We implemented the hypercalls as software interrupts with prepared register values, which are handled by BSOD accordingly. The $\text{rax}$ register contains a specific magic value that encodes the command, and the registers $\text{rbx}$ and $\text{rcx}$ hold the arguments that are the address and length, respectively. BSOD translates the buffer’s virtual address to the physical address through page-table lookup. After starting the harness inside the guest, it will first allocate a buffer and share the address and length via a hypercall. Since the scheduling of other processes can happen while a whole operating system is running, it could be possible that other processes hit breakpoints during the execution of a test case. To ensure to collect only the related coverage of the harness, BSOD determines the respective PID of the current process by reading it from the struct $\text{task_struct}$. Afterward, the harness enters the fuzzing loop and issues at first in every iteration a hypercall to request a new test case into the created buffer. Then, it calls the target function and fills the arguments with the buffer’s content.

We create breakpoints at the basic block addresses of the Linux kernel error handlers, such as $\text{oops_begin}$, $\text{panic}$, and $\text{kasan_report}$ to detect faults that we report to AFL. When the system has to halt due to a critical fault, the VM needs to reboot and initialize again to continue the fuzzing process.

3.2 BSOD-Syzkaller

Syzkaller [11] is a system call kernel fuzzer, predestined in the context of device driver fuzzing on the ioctl interface. It uses virtualization, based on QEMU [2], to run one or multiple worker guests in which the fuzzing takes place.

When the fuzzer inside the guest executes a program that reaches new program locations, according to coverage, it gets re-executed multiple times to verify functionality, reduce noise, and minimize the testcase, in the so-called triage phase. The minimized program and the coverage information are sent to the manager on the host. The manager adds the new program to the input corpus from which the fuzzer subsequently generates the programs through mutation of the parameters and updates the overall reached coverage. The reached basic block addresses are mappable to the respective source code lines of the kernel image.

In the case of closed-source targets, the common KCOV kernel feature can not provide coverage information for binary modules. To overcome this hurdle, we hook up BSOD as new coverage source, that prototypically emulates the functionality of KCOV based on software breakpoints in a very similar way to the setup described in subsection 3.1.

BSOD includes a tool named $\text{syz-bp-cov}$ to run alongside the Syzkaller manager on the host. It also relies on the introspection capabilities of VMI to receive interrupts and to access the guest’s memory. We modified the libvmi library and removed the libvirt dependency, an extensive virtualization API, for seamless integration in Syzkaller, since the manager unit already controls the QEMU processes. We extended the startup routine of Syzkaller to start the tool before it executes the fuzzer inside the guest. In the first step,
the tool connects to the introspection API of the guest VM and replaces the target’s control-flow instructions with software breakpoints those offsets also require to be extracted beforehand. In the next step, it registers the two events BREAKPOINT and SINGLESTEP that are used for control-flow tracing according to Figure 4 from the first setup.

We modified the Syzkaller executor in terms of dropping out the interactions with the KCOV interface. Instead, it allocates a coverage buffer and signals its memory location via a hypercall realized as a software interrupt with prepared register values. Whenever the CPU reaches a breakpoint during the execution of a Syzkaller program, the basic block address is reported according to the current RIP register value and written into the dedicated coverage buffer at the position of the current size value that is increased afterward. Since the module load addresses vary across reboots, the tool rebases the reached basic block addresses into a fixed address range per module. To avoid having to manage coverage buffers for each thread and the corresponding mapping for each basic block reached, the experimental setup is limited to a single fuzzer process that runs in non-threaded mode per VM.

In BSOD-Syzkaller, reached breakpoints are not reactivated and only trigger once, which requires some changes to the Syzkaller logic. Since Syzkaller typically uses edge coverage that chains two successive basic blocks together, it would likely create edges depending on the state of enabled breakpoints that are not existing. This effect influences the assessment of whether an input triggers a new behavior and is added to the corpus. To solve the problem, we modified Syzkaller to use block coverage that lowers the accuracy to maintain correct functionality. Consistent coverage feedback is required to function correctly to keep the triage phase intact for inputs that reach new program locations. Therefore, when entering this phase, the fuzzers issues a hypercall dedicated to sys-bp-cov. It activates all breakpoints again and continuously reactivates them when they are triggered so that it traces the full set of reached basic block addresses accordingly until the fuzzer leaves the triage phase and signals it via another hypercall. Fuzzing with Syzkaller requires the tester to provide interface descriptions for the target.

```
4 Resource fd, nvidiascl|fd
2 open|nvidiascl(fd, const [ST_RDONLY]), file ptr [m, string ["/dev/nvidiascl"]], flags [flags] [open[flags], mode const [0]] fd_nvidiascl
1 ioctl|NVRM_IOCTL_CREATE(fd, fd_nvidiascl, cmd const [0x<0462b>], arg ptr [inout , nvidiascl_create_t]);

Listing 3: Syzkaller ioctl system call description
```

Based on recovered ioctl structures, the creation of equivalent Syzkaller descriptions is straightforward, exemplary shown in Listing 3. The first line defines a resource to hold the file descriptor of the device node, which will be opened in the next line. The third line defines an ioctl system call according to the function definition which takes the file descriptor, the cmd parameter, and a pointer of an expected parameter structure as arguments. The definition of the parameter structure starts from the fifth line, and each line between the brackets defines a field with name and type.

## 4 PCI DEVICE RECORD & REPLAY

Fuzzing of device drivers requires running an operating system containing a supported hardware device so that the target driver can initialize and operate. Unfortunately, when fuzzing with physical hardware devices via PCI passthrough, it requires one separate device for each guest, in which the fuzzing takes place. Furthermore, the fuzzer could trigger operations that bring the device into an unstable state or even break it. To overcome these issues, we create a QEMU virtual device, able to replay large parts of the real PCI devices. It enables fuzzing execution on systems that do not include the physical device and allows scaling up using virtualization technology to utilize all the system resources more efficiently. Several similar attempts address this issue for different hardware families.[6, 15, 29, 30, 41]

### 4.1 PANDA-based Deterministic Recordings

Analyzing any driver behavior in full-system emulation involves challenges due to the nondeterminism of the operating system and the hardware, due to the state differences of the OS and the physical device, the memory addresses, order of MMIO operations, interrupt timings, and context switches change.

**Non-Determinism Hinders Fuzzer Development.** As valuable improvement during development, we eliminate non-determinism by recording the execution of the operating system for repeatable analysis on top of PANDA, a QEMU-fork [10]. We can use the QEMU’s VFIO device to pass through real hardware devices to PANDA. When starting a recording, PANDA relies on the snapshot capabilities of QEMU, which require devices to be migratable, but migration is not possible with the VFIO device. We defined the device to be migratable so that it is added to the snapshot and stubbed out the device initialization routines that are called when a snapshot is loaded. With these changes in place, the record and replay capabilities of PANDA with the VFIO device are working as expected for MMIO operations and interrupts, except for DMA transfers. Virtual devices typically use a specific function to map memory for DMA transfers, and PANDA adds these addresses to the watchlist. This method does not work for real hardware devices, which means the DMA pages need to be collected differently.

**BSOD Panda Plugins.** To cover the recording of the missing DMA operations without customizing PANDA itself, we implemented a PANDA plugin. During recording, the plugin tracks the allocated DMA pages by using PANDA’s memory callbacks [10]. The plugin directly hooks the functions responsible for allocating the DMA buffers inside the kernel driver module to retrieve the page addresses. Furthermore, an event is registered that triggers before any memory read access occurs by using the PANDA_CB_PHYS_MEM_Before_Read callback. Whenever a read access relates to a monitored DMA page, the plugin checks whether the content changed by comparing the checksum of the current byts with the previously stored checksum. If the content is changed, the page is dumped and stored together with the current instruction counter. During replay, the plugin also uses the previously used callback to write changed pages due to DMA just-in-time before the driver accesses the data according to the stored instruction counter. This eliminates nondeterminism and improves debugging by having GDB attached.
works on previously captured trace data. We define the memory Address Registers (BARs) with its sizes and access properties. In To remove the hardware device dependency for the fuzzing process, or write event and triggered after the event occurred. are discarded. Interrupts are bound to the previously occurred read sequential data. Here, successive read events return the values ac- implemented a special treatment that serves read accesses with the initial value. Read-writeable memory locations are treated as typical memory and served from the allocated memory areas main the initial value. Read-writeable memory locations are treated as typical memory and served from the allocated memory areas.

4.2 BSOD-fakedev

To remove the hardware device dependency for the fuzzing process, we implement a virtual replay device, BSOD-fakedev, that can be plugged into any QEMU instance. We determine the properties by reading out the PCI configuration space of the device. The lspci utility allows showing the information in a human-friendly readable format. First, we determine the values for the vendor ID, device ID, and class ID, and specify them in the class properties of our device implementation. Then, we must determine the layout of the Base Address Registers (BARs) with its sizes and access properties. In our QEMU device implementation, we define appropriately sized memory areas and IO operations for each BAR. Afterward, we define an IO memory region for each BAR with the respective size and IO operations by using QEMU's defined memory_region_init_ io function. Furthermore, we define the BAR for our device with the respective access types and bind it to the respective memory region by using QEMU's pci_register_bar function.

At this point, we have created our virtual device according to the device properties without implementing any functionality. For the handling of memory events, we need to implement the handlers of the IO operations for read and write accesses. To approximate the device's functionality, we implement a memory replay logic that works on previously captured trace data. We define the memory access length to 4 bytes and classify each addressable memory location to be either of type read-only, read-writeable, or sequential.

We link our implementation to the handler functions of the IO operations for the memory regions. The handler functions are extendable to implement more device-specific custom logic, which is useful when the replay concept does not work for single memory addresses.

For the data collection, we use our presented experimental setup shown in Figure 3 in section 3. We use the VFIO device, located between the physical device and the guest, as a proxy to intercept Memory-Mapped I/O (MMIO) events and interrupts by leveraging its tracing capabilities. We set the VFIO option x-no-mmap=true, which disables the direct mapping of the device memory regions into the guest to enable the trace events vfio_region_read and vfio_region_write that trigger on each memory access into the BARs. Furthermore, we enable the option x-no-kvm-intx=true to collect interrupts in KVM mode. Then, we boot our virtual machine and trigger device actions, such as executing an exemplary application that interacts with the device.

Afterward, we analyze the trace data in the following way:

1. **Preprocess trace data**
   In the first step, we parse the QEMU trace log and extract the data of the occurred memory and interrupt events.

2. **Split memory regions**
   In the next step, we split the preprocessed events into the respective memory regions.

3. **Extract initial RAM image**
   Then, we extract an initial RAM image for every memory region. For each memory address, the value of the first read event indicates the initial value.

4. **Identify register types**
   In the following, we assign the appropriate class for each memory address of the memory region. Read-Only: We consider a memory address read-only when the read value never changes throughout the trace for that region, regardless of whether there were write accesses with different values to the address. Read-Writable: We consider a memory address read-writeable when the read value always represents the last written value. Sequential: We consider a memory address sequential when we observe two successive read events that return different values or when we notice a read value that does not reflect the last written value to that address. We consider memory addresses that don’t appear in the trace data as read-writeable.

After we have specified the device properties and prepared the trace data, we can add the virtual device model via the QEMU command line as a replacement for the VFIO device. The device model will prototypically act as the physical device while it serves memory read and write operations and interrupts according to the traced data. Read-only memory locations can hold fixed data, such as device properties or binary data like the BIOS. More interestingly, they could implement some functionality that is triggered when they are written with a specific value but effectively, from a memory perspective, not store the value. Read-writeable memory locations are independent of the captured trace data and could diverge across executions when they are not related to the sequential registers.
Memory locations identified as sequential could implement counters or timers, provide status information, or deliver data streams similar to pipes.

A simple device model and replay will never accurately emulate the full functionality of a complex device like the graphics card. Different branches in the driver may lead to non-recorded behavior. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to drive deterministic parts properly, such as driver initialization and other functionalities, as long as the read access event order remains the same for the sequential addresses. Therefore, we must verify our findings whether they also occur with the physical hardware device.

5 EVALUATION

During this chapter, we evaluate our presented fuzzing approaches by creating different experiments. The results of the experiments respond to the following questions:

1. **Performance**
   What are the fuzzing throughput and reached coverage achieved of both approaches?

2. **Scaling**
   How well do the approaches scale to make efficient use of available system resources?

3. **Findings**
   Can real-world bugs be found with the approaches?

4. **Emulated device model**
   Does the achieved coverage differ when using the device model compared to the physical hardware device?

We performed the evaluation on a host system with an Intel Core i5-4570 and 8 GB RAM across the experiments. The QEMU guests are started with the options -cpuhost, kvm=off, migratable=off and -snapshot. The host option specifies to copy the host’s CPU configuration, which is best practice and results in the highest performance [5].

Harnessing NVIDIA drivers for BSOD. The NVIDIA driver performs simple hypervisor detection and refuses to initialize for devices that are not certified to run virtualized. It is actually no technical restriction since the more expensive device counterparts are using the same chipsets. We hide the KVM hypervisor by using the kvm=off option to bypass the virtualization detection of the driver.

By default, QEMU ensures the migratability of guest VMs, whereby incompatible CPU features are turned off and lower the possible performance. It enables creating snapshots of the VMs that could be loaded for quick initialization and state restore when crashes occur. However, we decided to set the migratable=off flag to disable this feature in favor of higher throughput and take the costs of re-initialization by rebooting the guests. Furthermore, when fuzzing with real hardware via the VFIO device, migration is not supported anyway, which would prevent comparability during the evaluation.

The -snapshot option allows using the file system in a copy-on-write manner, which effectively discards any performed changes during the execution after stopping the guest. Another advantage of this option is the ability to boot multiple Virtual Machine (VM) instances using the same file system image [5].

For interface recovery, we utilized available information from the envytools [20] repository together with tracing and analyzing exemplary applications.

![Figure 6: Syzkaller fuzzing executions for KCOV/bp-edge/bp-block coverage modes.](image)

![Figure 7: Syzkaller fuzzing throughput for KCOV/bp-edge/bp-block coverage modes.](image)

Based on the information, we created a test-harness for AFL and use the collected ioctl data structures extracted from an exemplary replay as meaningful initial test cases.

For Syzkaller, we have to provide the target’s system call interface descriptions by transforming the previously implemented structures for the harness into equivalent Syzkaller descriptions.

For both setups, we start the fuzzing guests with either the physical hardware device using PCI pass-through via VFIO, or with the derived device model, to bring the driver into a working state.

Table 1 shows our test matrix of targets per fuzzing setup and operating system. For Linux, the fuzzing has been performed inside guests, running an at the time of writing up-to-date installation of Arch Linux together with a custom kernel where we enabled Kernel Address Sanitizer (KASAN) to identify memory corruption bugs in kernel space. We installed the target NVIDIA kernel modules via the nvidia-dkms package, which builds the most recent driver version 460.56 against the running kernel. We configured the guest to print kernel logs to serial output and enabled Secure Shell (SSH) for interaction.

For preparing the target driver at system boot, we built a startup routine that creates the device files by using the mkinitcpio utility. Since the device initialization takes a significant amount of time when an application opens the GPU’s device descriptor the first time, we open it in the startup routine and keep it open. New file descriptors can now instantly be created and used in conjunction with other system calls, which increases the throughput.

5.1 Performance

**BSOD-Syzkaller.** To determine the overhead of our used coverage method, we compare the throughput of Syzkaller when using KCOV and breakpoint coverage. Since KCOV only supports open-source targets, we chose to target the closely related nouveau driver for this experiment together with the physical hardware device. We further compare the breakpoint coverage throughput when using edge and block modes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup / OS</th>
<th>Windows</th>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>FreeBSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSOD-AFL</td>
<td>nvlddmkm.sys</td>
<td>nvidia</td>
<td>nvidia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSOD-Syzkaller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>nvidia, nvidia-modeset, nvidia-drm, nvidia-uvm, nouveau</td>
<td>nvidia, nvidia-modeset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Test matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KCOV</th>
<th>bp-edge</th>
<th>bp-block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total progs</td>
<td>131091</td>
<td>3585</td>
<td>28994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean progs/min</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td>11025</td>
<td>7381</td>
<td>7041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Syzkaller fuzzing statistics by coverage mode.

Table 3: BSOD-AFL fuzzing statistics for bp-edge/bp-block coverage modes.

Figure 8: BSOD-AFL fuzzing executions for bp-edge/bp-block coverage modes.

Figure 9: BSOD-AFL fuzzing throughput for bp-edge/bp-block coverage modes.

Figure 10: BSOD-AFL paths for bp-edge/bp-block coverage modes.

Figure 11: BSOD-AFL coverage for bp-edge/bp-block modes.

Table 2 shows the statistics for the three tested modes in this experiment and Figure 6 depicts the number of program executions. According to the total executions, breakpoint coverage in edge mode causes an overhead of 36x compared to KCOV, whereby the block mode reduces the overhead to 4.5x. As expected, the block mode involves a slower start at the beginning compared to the edge mode due to the overhead of switching between triage phases but quickly improves over time.

Figure 7 shows the respective program execution speed for the three tested modes. High variance is noticeable for the KCOV curve that is related to system reboots due to encountered crashes. Because of the higher execution speed, the fuzzer triggered crashes more often, which resulted in a considerable penalty of multiple reboots for that instance.

The overhead of breakpoint coverage compared to statically instrumented binaries is quite large, but we expected this status as it also applies to user space fuzzers. We decreased the overhead by lowering the tracing accuracy to improve the throughput to an acceptable value.

**BSOD-AFL.** We performed another evaluation to measure the effectiveness of block coverage to reduce tracing overhead. This time, we execute the BSOD-AFL setup on the main kernel module with the emulated device model and compare the edge tracing and block tracing modes.

Table 3 shows the statistics of the experiment and Figure 8 shows the number of executions for both modes respectively. When comparing the total executions, we can observe the primary advantage of block coverage since it outperforms the edge coverage mode by a factor of 17.

Figure 9 shows the execution speed for both modes respectively. The mean execution speed in block coverage mode is significantly higher compared to the edge coverage mode. Both modes show a high variance in the execution speeds, which is related to the code depth of the test cases generated by the fuzzer.

For block coverage mode, the tracing cost mainly reduces down to the overhead of providing new test cases between two executions since each reached code location is only reported once. We can...
We can observe that both curves increase with jumps depending on whether a test case was executed that reaches a certain number of new code locations. If we compare total paths and coverage, we can observe that as coverage increases, the number of total paths increases, which is expected by definition.

It seems contradictory that the block mode explores about half the amount of paths but more than twice the number of coverage compared to the edge mode, due to its reduced tracing granularity. The greatly increased throughput of the block mode pays off as it achieves faster and more coverage compared to the edge mode.

Interestingly, the coverage in block mode suddenly jumps at about 2 hours and 5 hours of the experiment. At the same time, the total paths increase only minimally, which means that only a few test cases were necessary to reach many previously unseen code locations.

The overall achieved coverage is below the coverage reached when running our sample application, whose exchanged data we used as seeds for AFL. Since the minimal application already triggered above 400 highly dependent ioctl system calls, it becomes very unlikely for the fuzzer to trigger similar behavior in short time.

The performance gain from using the block mode in this approach is higher compared to Syzkaller that must use a mixture of block and edge modes due to the triage phase.

5.2 Scaling Using BSOD-fakedev

To run BSOD-fakedev, the tester needs to determine the PCI specifications needed: the target’s hardware vendor and device IDs and the layout of the BARs. The test device used during this work is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 with a GK104 chip (Kepler) and 2 GB VRAM and contains three memory regions. To work around initial state problems with the replay device, we needed to implement custom logic for some memory addresses to avoid unexpected data for the driver.

To evaluate the functionality of BSOD-fakedev, the emulated hardware device, we compare the coverage in terms of reached basic block addresses and the throughput when fuzzing with the physical hardware device via VFIO and the emulated device model.

For this purpose, we have chosen the Syzkaller setup that targets all the modules coming from the proprietary driver package.

Figure 12 shows the reached coverage for both devices in 48 hours. Both graphs progress nearly identical, starting with an increased slope in the first 30 minutes until it reaches a coverage value of about 1500. An increased slope at the beginning is typical since all defined system calls should trigger new behavior. Afterward, the slope continuously reduces for both graphs. Figure 13 shows the execution speed of Syzkaller programs with the physical device and the emulated model during the same experiment. In this case, also both graphs behave very similarly and reach a mean throughput of 17 programs per minute, which shows that the virtual device model involves no further overhead. Table 4 shows the final results of the experiment. The first three rows indicate that both experiments ran very similarly. The last row reveals the number of exclusively reached basic blocks for the experiment after executing the test cases in the other configuration, which indicates that some functionality deviates depending on the used device. With 3994 blocks in common, both setups reach about 90% of the same coverage in this experiment. These insights show that the emulated device model is suitable to replace a physical device for fuzzing purposes. In the following, we use BSOD-fakedev for fuzzing with Syzkaller and AFL.
As [13] have stated during their evaluation, the optimal parameters were verified them. The NULL pointer dereference bug causes the operating system to crash and requires a reboot for recovery.

FreeBSD. We set up FreeBSD version 12.2-RELEASE and also installed the most recent NVIDIA driver version 460.56. Since the driver package for FreeBSD contains the same binary blobs as the

| Figure 14: Syzkaller coverage for emulated device and bp-block in 15 days (log scale). |
| Figure 15: Syzkaller fuzzing throughput for emulated device and bp-block in 15 days. |

**BSOD-Syzkaller & fakedev.** As the previous evaluations have shown, the emulated device model reaches similar behavior without overheads. It allows performing fuzzing on multiple VMs in parallel without the need for specific hardware devices. We utilized this feature and started a fuzzing campaign targeting the kernel driver modules using the Syzkaller approach over 15 days. We executed the fuzzing environment inside a guest on a server running an AMD EPYC 7281 16-Core Processor. Inside the guest, we executed Syzkaller with ten worker instances.

Figure 14 shows the reached coverage during the period of the experiment. The coverage value exceeded 5000 within the first day. From then on, it increased further only very slowly but continuously over time, even on the last day of the experiment up to a total coverage value of 5497.

Figure 15 depicts the execution speed of the programs. The mean fuzzing execution speed during the experiment is 125 progs/min. It shows a high variance, which has several reasons that depend on the generated programs and active worker guests. Syzkaller restarts the guests after running for one hour without a crash to initialize a clean system state that results in short downtimes. Additionally, when the fuzzer triggered previously unseen crash reports, Syzkaller tries to reproduce them on several worker guests from the pool. The points at which the execution speed drops noticeable down are explainable by a reduced number of active worker guests due to crash reproduction. Overall, while running ten instances simultaneously, we scaled up the throughput compared to the remaining three instances with the emulated device model. Syzkaller successfully reproduced the crashes and generated miniatures of page faults and bugs in block coverage mode for high throughput.

The next chapter presents some findings that we encountered during the evaluation.

5.3 Findings

**Linux.** During the evaluation of BSOD-AFL with the emulated device model, we encountered multiple kernel crashes of type general protection fault in __kmalloc, as shown in Listing 4.

```
1 general protection fault, probably for non-canonical address 0
2 RIP: 0x10 __kmalloc+0x1b [nvidia]
```

Listing 4: Excerpt of crash report

The bug is reproducible on the host system with the physical hardware device present and causes the system to freeze and no longer respond. The stack traces vary across multiple testings, which indicates the root cause of the bug is triggered at an earlier point in time and causes faults for different tasks depending on the state of the operating system. Additionally, BSOD-AFL triggered multiple instances of page faults and bugs in __vunmap that cause recursive faults. During the evaluation of Syzkaller with the emulated device model, it was able to uncover multiple crashes due to NULL pointer dereference bugs.

```
1 BSX: kernel NULL pointer dereference, address 0000000000000000
2 RIP: 0x10 __kmalloc+0x1b [nvidia]
```

Listing 5: NULL pointer dereference

Excerpts of the kernel logs are shown in Listing 5 and Listing 6. Syzkaller successfully reproduced the crashes and generated minimized C programs that trigger the bugs. We tested the reproducers on the host system with the physical hardware device present and verified them. The NULL pointer dereference bug causes the operating system to crash and requires a reboot for recovery.

```
1 BSX: KASAN: use-after-free in __kmalloc+0x1b [nvidia]
2 Read of size 8 at addr 0xf84801e3555b0 by task crash
```

Listing 6: KASAN Use-After-Free

**BSOD-AFL & fakedev.** We applied BSOD-AFL on the main kernel module driver by setting up multiple AFL instances in parallel mode. As [13] have stated during their evaluation, the optimal parameters used for fuzzing depend heavily on the target. Therefore, using variations of the available parameters across fuzzing instances is beneficial. Variations in this context include selecting different power schedules, edge and block coverage modes, and usage of physical and emulated devices.

On the test system, we have four cores available and thus used four fuzzing instances. Since we have one physical GPU device present, we attached it to the master fuzzing instance and executed the remaining three instances with the emulated device model. We executed the master node with the exploit power schedule, and the secondary nodes with mmopt, cut-off-exponential coe, and quadratic quad.

The power schedule coe and quad depend on a parameter, which indicates the number of generated inputs that exercise the same path as the compared seed. Additionally, coe depends on a parameter, which is the average number of generated inputs that exercise a path [3]. We execute these two instances with edge coverage mode to provide meaningful values for these parameters. We chose to execute the other two instances with exploit and mmopt schedules in block coverage mode for high throughput.

The next chapter presents some findings that we encountered during the evaluation.
that is accessed via Linux NULL pointer dereferences - General Protection Faults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Windows</th>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>FreeBSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSOD-AFL</td>
<td>NULL pointer dereferences</td>
<td>General Protection Faults</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSOD-Syzkaller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Use-After-Free, NULL pointer dereferences</td>
<td>NULL pointer dereferences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Found bug classes per fuzzer and operating system.

Figure 16: BSOD-AFL paths for fuzzing nvlddmkm.sys on Windows

Linux driver package, the preparation of the needed Syzkaller descriptions was convenient because we could reuse the descriptions we created for Linux. Syzkaller was able to trigger the identical NULL pointer dereference bug that we already found in the Linux kernel driver, as shown in Listing 5. We expected this case due to the identical binary blobs.

Windows. We have also applied the BSOD-AFL approach for fuzzing the most recent NVIDIA kernel driver version 461.72 for the Windows operating system, namely nvlddmkm.sys. The practicability without any required adoptions of the setup shows the independence of the target operating system. It does solely require the creation of a target-specific harness for the Windows operating system. The created harness is kept very simple and only targets the device node `\\.\NvAdminDevice` that is accessed via DeviceIoControl.

By using an exemplary application that accesses the device, we captured some typical data inputs. These data revealed at which memory offsets pointer values need to be replaced by the harness. Furthermore, we used these data again as input seeds for AFL.

We performed the fuzzing with the physical hardware device in one single guest with all four available cores so that AFL was able to execute test cases with a mean execution speed of 10.7k execs/s. BSOD-AFL uncovered a bug after about 45 minutes of the experiment, which caused the system to crash by triggering a Blue Screen of Death (BSoD). We investigated the input data and classified the fault as a NULL pointer dereference bug that a user-mode application can trigger via a single ioctl call. Then, we manually reduced the input to the necessary bytes to create a reproducer.

Interestingly, we triggered the bug initially in driver version 441.12 that was released over a year ago. After updating to version 456.71, the found input no longer triggered the crash. When we started fuzzing again and added the crashing input to the initial seeds, it took only seconds to trigger again. The new crashing input only differs from the previous one by a single increased byte value and is still present in the most recent driver version.

To avoid triggering the same bug multiple times during fuzzing with the cost of rebooting the system each time, we blocklisted the respective combination of bytes that we already identified for the reproducer and continued fuzzing. Figure 16 shows the explored paths over time of this experiment.

The NULL pointer dereference bugs are not exploitable to gain higher privileges but can be abused to cause a Denial of Service (DoS). The presented findings proved that both approaches find real existing bugs in closed-source kernel drivers to answer the initial question.

6 CONCLUSION

BSODs instrumentation allows us to fuzz binary-only drivers with real devices in virtual machines. We reach decent execution speed and coverage without the need for certain hardware features, such as Intel PT. Fuzzing the complex drivers of graphics cards yielded a range of bugs on all tested operating systems. On top of fuzzing with real attached devices, we were able to record and replay graphics card traces using BSOD-fakedev. The virtual device emulates parts of the device’s behavior by replaying traced MMIO interactions. It enabled us to scale to additional fuzzing instances in the cloud without the need for additional physical devices. The results of our experiments are convincing, yielding good fuzzing speeds and driver exploration with Syzkaller and AFL respectively. As depicted in Table 5, we found multiple bugs in Windows, FreeBSD, and Linux drivers.

AVAILABILITY

All relevant code for BSOD is available open-source at https://github.com/0xf4b1/bsod-kernel-fuzzing.
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We reported all found bugs to the NVIDIA Product Security Incident Response Team. The coordinated disclosure process is ongoing.
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